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Abstract— Retinal identification is being studied as a hot
research topic in the biometric field. Many factors such as the
poor quality of retinal images and the huge execution time
can seriously affect the performance of the retinal identification
systems. In this context, in order to compromise the quality and
the processing time, this paper presents a human identification
system based on a new preprocessing method of retinal images
that we call optical Disc Ring detection method. The proposed
ODR method consists of three phases: image quality improve-
ment in order to enhance the contrast of input retinal image, the
optical disc center detection and the extraction of an interest
ring around the detected center which contains the densest
retinal information. This proposed method was integrated in an
identification system based on SIFT features and evaluated using
a subset of the VARIA retinal database. The correct identification
rate was found to be 99.89% while the reached execution time
is very lower than other existing identification systems.
Keywords— Biometrics, retinal images, preprocessing, image
enhancement, Optical Disc Ring (ODR) extraction, Scale Invari-
ant Feature Transform (SIFT) descriptors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, with the advance in technology, biometrics be-
comes an improved interest for people identification or au-
thentification. Indeed conventional personnel authentification
systems based on map ID or password are vulnerable. It is
very easy to forge an identity card or to imitate a signature. A
solution to these problems has been found in the technology
based on biometric authentification. Biometrics is an emerging
field of technology using distinguishing and measurable mor-
phological and behavioral characteristics that can be processed
to established the automatic recognition and identification of
individuals. In fact, behavioral biometrics is based on the anal-
ysis of certain behavior of a person such as voice, signature
and keystroke. However, morphological biometrics includes
fingerprint, palmprint, hand geometry, vein, face, iris, retina
and ear. The eye offers the most reliable biometric features
which are the iris and the retina [1]. The iris has enjoyed
great interest from researchers and many biometric systems
based on the iris are installed in secure locations such as
airports [2]. On the other hand, because of the difficulty of the
fundus image acquisition, the retina has not had an important
interest in the beginning. As known to be very reliable and
difficult to forge, Carelton Simon and Greg Heacok [3] were
interested in the biometrics by the retina and had marketed
2002 by the first prototype of the retina device acquisition.
This retina recognition is an automatic method based on a
robust and distinctive feature in order to identify individual or
verify its claimed identity [5]. Indeed, the uniqueness of the
retina blood vessels is not easy to replicate or forge; in addition
it is free from the surroundings effects. In this context, it can be
considered as the most accurate among the unique, universal
and time-invariant patterns. However, personal identification
systems based on retina can suffer from some problems. On the
one hand, due to the acquisition process of the retinography,
retinal images often suffer from imperfections such as poor
gray level contrast and background intensity variation. These
defects can seriously affect features extraction and reduce
the retinal identification rate as consequence. On the other
hand, the retina has a dense structure of vessel information
which increases the execution time of identification systems.
In order to overcome these problems, we propose in this paper
a new and robust method to preprocess retinal images. It
aims principally to improve the quality of input images and
reduce the processing time of the identification system. The
identification task in the proposed system is based on SIFT
description, which is invariant to the affine transformations
such as rotation, scale changes and translation. This paper is
organized under five sections as follows: Section 2 presents
state of the art for retinal image preprocessing. In section 3,
the proposed method is explained and its general flowchart
is described. Section 4 presents the experimental results and
discussion. Finally, conclusion is drawn in last section.
II. STATE OF THE ART
The automatic analysis of retinal images is a difficult task
because images taken at standard examinations could contain
artifacts and are generally poorly contrasted. Non-uniformity
of illumination raises the intensity levels in some regions of an
image, while other regions farther away from the optical disc
may suffer from a reduction of brightness. In this context,
various methods have been proposed in order to improve
the quality of retinal images. Existing methods that focus on
the preprocessing of retinal images can be generally grouped
as: Vessel extraction-based methods and improved quality of
retinal image-based methods.
A. Vessel extraction-based methods
For this class, the aim is to obtain a binary image as an
input for feature extraction step. For example, in their personal
recognition system, Ortega et al. [11] employed a fuzzy
circular Hough transform to localize the optical disc in the
retina image. They obtain as a result of preprocessing a crease
model of the retinal vessels inside the optical disc. This method
may give a false detection of optical disc. In order to improve
and reduce the false localization of optical disc, Tabatabaee et
al. [10] proposed a biometric system based on a new approach
of preprocessing by localizing the optical disc using Haar
wavelet and snake model. The most problem of this method
is that the optical disc localization strongly depends on the
selection of the initial contour active. Indeed, the choice of the
initial contour is very important to reduce the false optical disc
detection. To avoid the experimental involvement, Farzin et al.
[14] proposed an automatic preprocessing method based on a
local contrast enhancement process. This method consisted of
four steps: First, the optical disc of the retina is located using
a template matching technique. Therefore, they employed a
correlation technique in order to delete undesired brightness
effect of the optical disc. Then, a contrast enhancement method
based on statistical properties is ensured. Finally,an histogram
thresholding is used to obtain a binary image containing blood
vessel. The information extracted from the vascular tree is
generally incomplete because of the convergence of multiple
plies. Also, some micro vascular segments can not be extracted
effectively. Hannu Oinonen et al. [8] used the multiscale
enhancement approach proposed by Frangi et al. [12] in order
to overcome the problem of lack of some micro vascular
information. Then, the p-tile thresholding is applied to extract
binary images. The major drawback of this class is that the
output binary image may suffer from the discontinuity of some
vascular segments which can affect the feature extraction and
cause mismatching.
B. Improved quality of retinal image-based methods
This class focuses on the improvement of retinal image
without using a binarization process. Marn et al. [6] proposed
a preprocessing method for blood vessel segmentation. It is
based on a background homogenizing method. They estimated
the background of the retina by a filtering operation with
a large arithmetic mean kernel. Xianjing Meng et al. [13]
proposed a new system for identifying people by the retina
based on an advanced circular Gabor filter tool and the iterated
spatial anisotropic smooth method in order to reduce the noise
in homogeneous regions. It is an efficient method but it suffers
from an important execution time. Hejer Jlassi et al. [9] used
the top-hat transform with a linear structuring element at
different orientations in order to enhance the vascular tree
followed by a contrast enhancement as a preprocessing step.
The most problem of this category is that is very time-
consuming. In order to overcome these problems, we are going
to propose a new preprocessing method which enhance the
retinal image and extract the region with the high density of
vessel information. Segmentation and binary vessels extrac-
tion are not needed in this approach. So, the computational
complexity of the image matching algorithm is low compared
to other recent identification systems.
III. PROPOSED ODR METHOD
The optical disc is the brightest area in the digital retinal
images where blood vessels converge. Its detection is very
important since it is the core of vessel information. We propose
a method for preprocessing the retinal image that we call ODR
method by determining the position of the optical disc, a three-
step algorithm is used: fist, the contrast-Limited Adaptative
Histogram equalization is applied in order to enhance the
entire input image. Then, the sauvola binarisation is employed
in order to detect the center of the most brilliant region of
the retina. The final step consists of extract a ring interest
around the detected center to be served as an input image for
SIFT feature generation. The different designed steps are well
described in the figure 1.
Fig. 1. Flow Chart of our ODR method.
A. Image quality enhancement
Due to the acquisition process of the retinography, retinal
images may present lighting defects and background intensity
variation.
Fig. 2. Contrast enhancement results: histogram (a) input image and (b)
enhanced image.
Fig. 3. Optical disc Interest Ring detection : (a) The input retinal images, (b) Inhanced images with the localized Interest Ring (R1,R2) and (c) Final results
of the proposed ODR method.
In our proposal, the adaptive contrast histogram equalization
technique [7] is applied to retinal grayscale images to perform
the contrast enhancement in order to remove these imperfec-
tions. This technique enhances the contrast adaptively across
the image by limiting the maximum slope in the transformation
function. Instead of applying the histogram equalization on the
entire image, it is applied only on small tiles in the image.
After that, the neighboring tiles are combined using bilinear
interpolation to reduce induced boundaries. Figure 2 illustrates
the histograms of the input retinal image an the enhanced one.
B. Optical disc Detection
The optical disc localization follows two steps: First, the
Sauvola binarization method [4] takes the grayscale enhanced
image as input to separate brighter regions from dark back-
ground. In this algorithm, a threshold T at each pixel is
computed with the dynamic range (R) of the standard deviation
using the equation (1):
T = m(1 + ks/(R− 1)) (1)
Where m and s are respectively the mean and standard
deviation of a given window centered on the current pixel
and k is a fixed value.
At the next step, we compute the Euclidean distance of
the binary image. For each pixel in this image, the distance
transform assigns a number that is the distance between that
pixel and the nearest non zero one in the image. Finally, we
compute the minimum of the resultant image and we localize
its coordinates (Cx, Cy) which refer to the center of the most
brilliant region, ie the optical disc.
C. Interest Ring Extraction around the optical disc
This step aimed to restrict our interest region around the
detected center. Vessels around the optical disc are more
important for identification purposes because they contain the
high density of information. In fact, on one hand inside the
optical disc, vessels are less contrasted and noisy. On the
other hand, if they are farther from the optical disc, they
become thinner and their distribution is more arbitrary. So,
we propose to focus on vessels in the neighborhood of the
optical disc. We extract a ring centered at the detected center,
with radius R1 and R2 (R1 < R2) as an interest region of
retinal image. Finally, as shown in figure 3, we extract the
rectangle around the biggest circle (R2) to be used as input
for feature extraction step. Actually, the choice of R1 and R2
values affects significantly the rate of personal identification.
In fact, the bigger R2 value, the higher personal recognition
rate is. However, the needed computation time will be high
too. So, in this work, an optimal combination of R1 and R2
is chosen through apprenticeship as follow:
R2 = N/2 (2)
R1 = N/6 (3)
Where N is the width of the input retinal image.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to evaluate the efficiency of our proposed prepro-
cessing method, we integrate it into a personal identification
system. The assessed system is composed of three main
phases: our proposed ODR preprocessing, the Scale Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT) [15] extraction which extract local
descriptors invariant to geometric transformation such as rota-
tion, translation and illumination variations, and the test g2NN
of Lowe [15] feature matching in order to find the number of
matched pairs between retinal images. All the experiments are
implemented in MATLAB, and performed on a PC with a 3.2
GHz CPU and 4 G Byte memory. The method was applied
on the VARIA database [16] which is built for evaluation of
retinal recognition systems. This database includes 233 retinal
images of 139 different subjects with a resolution of 768 *
584. The images have been acquired over a time span of
several years with a TopCop NW-100 model non-mydriatic
retinal camera. These images are optic disc centered and have
a high variability in contrast and illumination, allowing the
system to be assessed in quite hard conditions and simulating
a more realistic environment.
To evaluate the efficiency of our proposed ODR based
identification system in terms of quality, we compare our pro-
posed system previously described with the same identification
system without preprocessing and using the Top-hat Transform
method [13].
The Identification Rate curves for these retinal biometric
systems using the VARIA database are illustrated in the figure
4. We can see clearly that our system is the most stable one
and identifies the higher rates.
Fig. 4. The Identification Rate Curves of retinal Human identification system
based on three preprocessing.
Table1 shows that our proposed system allows higher iden-
tification rate with 99.89% compared to the other methods.
Table 1. The average processing time and the Accuracy recognition rate of
identification system based on different preprocessing methods.
Preprocessing method Processing time Accuracy
(average) Identification
rate
The ODR method 10.3s 99.89%
Without preprocessing 43.18s 98.6%
The Top-hat Transform method[13] 232.13s 99.57%
The identification system without preprocessing step en-
sures only 98.6% due to the poor quality of input retinal
images which generally suffer from low gray level contrast and
illumination variations that can affects keypoints extraction
and matching. Although applying the top-hat transform [13] as
a preprocessing step, the identification rate has been improved
from 98.6% to 99.57%, it stills lower than our proposed
system. Even if the proposed system improve slightly the
identification rate compared to other systems, the most gain is
in term of execution time. Indeed, as shown in table 1, it has
been seriously reduced from 232.13s in retinal identification
system with the Top-hat Transfom method and 42.18s without
preprocessing to only 10s with our ODR preprocessing. This
reached execution time is essentially due the extraction of the
interest ring around the optical disc. This helps to keep the
most vessel information while reducing the extraction SIFT
keypoints which decreases the processing time of our system.
In Identification mode of biometric system, there is an only
error that can influence the obtained performance. This error is
called The False Match Rate (FMR). It defines the probability
that the system incorrectly matches the input pattern to a
non-matching template in the database. In fact, It measures
the percent of invalid input identities which are incorrectly
assigned to the persons. As this error is little, the system is
more efficient [17].
Table 2. The False Match Rate (FMR) of Identification system based on
three preprocessing methods.
Preprocessing method False Match Rate
The ODR method 4.3 10−5
The Top-hat Transform method [10] 1.32 10−4
Without preprocessing 1.6 10−3
The table 2 illustrates the efficiency of our proposed ODR
based system with the less FMR rate compared to other
identification systems. Indeed, the FMR of our proposed
system reach 4.3 10−5 which is very low compared to 1.32
10−4 in the top-hat transfom based system and 1.6 10−3 in
the identification system without prepocessing.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a robust retinal identifica-
tion approach based on Optical Disc Interest Ring detection.
This method consists of three stages: Image Enhancement,
optical disc detection and Interest Ring Extraction around the
optical discs center. Conducted experiments prove that the pro-
posed ODR method is suitable for the preprocessing of retinal
images in order to reduce the false rate of human identification.
In order to evaluate the efficiency of our method, we compare
it with the Top-hat Transform. Obtained results show that
our ODR preprocessing allows improving the identification
performance to reach 99.89% in term of Identification rate,
while reducing seriously the total execution time compared to
other systems.
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